FSK labels – design and technical specifications

FSK labelling - version 250 mm²:

General information:

Background level: 15.8 x 15.8 mm graphic frame with 1.35 mm flanging radius
0.8 pt outline (inside) - FSK-colour with 100% opacity
Colour filling FSK-colour with 70% opacity (transparent!)

Middle level "circle": 14.5 x 14.5 mm circular surface
0.5 pt outline (inside) - 100% black
Colour filling FSK-colour - 100% opacity

Upper level "text": Typo „Arial Bold“ centred
colour: 100% black (overprinting)

Age information 0 - 16 J.:
“FSK” - 6.2 pt ; ZA auto.
“for age” - 4.2 pt ; ZA 4.2 pt
"approved“ - 4.7 pt ; ZA 5.5 pt
Age information - 20 pt ; ZA 17 pt

Age information 18 J.:
“FSK” - 6.2 pt ; ZA auto.
"for age“ - 4.5 pt ; ZA 4.5 pt
Age information - 24 pt ; ZA 20 pt

2-digit age information with slight kerning

Colour information:

Version 0 years: colour: 0% cyan; 0% magenta; 0% yellow; 0% black
Version 6 years: colour: 0% cyan; 5% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
Version 12 years: colour: 80% cyan; 0% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
Version 16 years: colour: 80% cyan; 15% magenta; 0% yellow; 0% black
Version 18 years: colour: 0% cyan; 100% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
FSK- labelling - Version 1200 mm²:

General information:

Background-level: 34.6 x 34.6 mm graphic frame with 3 mm flanging radius
1.75 pt outline (inside) - FSK-colour 100% opacity
Colour filling FSK-colour with 70% opacity (transparent!)

Middle level "circle": 25 x 25 mm circular surface
1 pt outline (inside) - 100% black
Colour filling FSK-colour - 100% opacity

Upper level “text”: Typo “Arial Bold” centred
colour: 100% black (overprinting)

Age information 0 - 16 J.:
“FSK” - 11 pt ; ZA auto.
“for age” - 6 pt ; ZA 7 pt
“approved” - 6 pt ; ZA 8 pt
Age information - 40 pt ; ZA 32 ptv

Age information 18 J.:
“FSK” - 11 pt ; ZA auto.
“for age “ - 7 pt ; ZA 8 pt
Age information - 40 pt ; ZA 34 pt

2-digit age information with slight kerning

Colour information:

Version 0 years: colour: 0% cyan; 0% magenta; 0% yellow; 0% black
Version 6 years: colour: 0% cyan; 5% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
Version 12 years: colour: 80% cyan; 0% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
Version 16 years: colour: 80% cyan; 15% magenta; 0% yellow; 0% black
Version 18 years: colour: 0% cyan; 100% magenta; 100% yellow; 0% black
FSK-labelling - Quark 7.x Version:

**General information:**
According to the dimensions for the labels sized 250 mm² and 1200 mm² corresponding files are provided on request for QuarkXpress users working with programme version 7 and above. These files consist of 2 levels: the separately designed EPS-file is linked on level “EPS placed”, on level “transparency” there is an area with the corresponding corner radius and transparency.

FSK-labelling - Quark 6.x Version and earlier:

**General information:**
According to the dimensions for the labels sized 250 mm² and 1200 mm² corresponding files are provided on request for QuarkXpress users working with programme version 6 and above. Since this version does not support transparency a workaround for simulation is recommended: The background motive will be placed as 8-bit grey scale version exactly in the graphic frame on the level “transparency” and dyed in the corresponding colour (70% shade).